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I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On July 29, 2013, Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois (“AIC” or the 
“Company”) filed a Petition with the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) for 
an order pursuant to Section 8-509 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”), 220 ILCS 5/8-509, 
authorizing AIC to use eminent domain power to acquire rights-of-way across parcels of 
land on the Commission-approved route for a new 138 kilovolt (“kV”) electric 
transmission line in Champaign County, Illinois.  The Commission previously granted 
AIC a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (“Certificate”) pursuant to 
Section 8-406.1 of the Act, 220 ILCS 5/8-406.1, and issued an order authorizing the line 
to be built under Section 8-503 of the Act, 220 ILCS 5/8-503, in a prior docket, Docket 
No. 12-0080.  

 
The Staff of the Commission (“Staff”) participated in the proceeding. No other 

party or entity intervened. 
 
Mr. Roger Nelson and Mr. Jerry Murbarger submitted testimony on behalf of AIC.  

Mr. Greg Rockrohr testified on behalf of Staff.  An evidentiary hearing was held in the 
Commission’s Springfield office on August 23, 2013.  
 
II. BACKGROUND 

AIC is an Illinois corporation and wholly-owned subsidiary of Ameren Corporation 
(“Ameren”).  AIC owns, operates, controls and manages within the State of Illinois 
certain transmission and distribution facilities for the furnishing or delivery of electricity, 
and is therefore a "public utility" within the meaning of Section 3-105(a)(1) of the Act 
(220 ILCS 5/3-105).  AIC is also an "electric utility" within the meaning of Section 16-102 
of the Act, 220 ILCS 5/16-102, and is engaged in the business of supplying electric 
power and energy throughout its certificated service territory within the State of Illinois.   

 
As set forth in Docket No. 12-0080, AIC conducted a comprehensive study of the 

Champaign regional area's electrical supply system that found that the Champaign 
regional area could experience voltage collapse, outages and possible blackouts during 
certain contingency conditions.  To ensure adequate, reliable and efficient service given 
these concerns, AIC proposed a project that included construction of new 138 kV 
transmission lines to connect the Bondville Route 10 and Southwest Campus 
substations south and west of Champaign (the “Bondville-Southwest Campus Line”).  
The Bondville-Southwest Campus Line coupled with substation modifications at the 
existing Bondville, Southwest Campus and Windsor substations are collectively referred 
to as the “Project”. 

 
On August 15, 2012, in Docket 12-0080, the Commission: (i) granted AIC a 

Certificate for the Project in an expedited proceeding pursuant to Section 8-406.1 of the 
Act; and (ii) authorized AIC to construct the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line pursuant 
to Section 8-503 of the Act.  Ameren Ill. Co., Docket No. 12-0080, Order (Aug. 15, 
2012), pp. 16-18.  The Commission found that the Project “is necessary and ought 
reasonably to be made to promote the security or the convenience of the public.”  Id. at 



 

  

17.  The Commission also found that the Primary Route proposed by AIC was the least-
cost means of satisfying the service needs of Petitioner’s customers and was therefore 
in the public interest.  Id. at 16. 

 
In Docket No. 12-0080, the Commission authorized AIC to acquire up to and 

including: (i) 150-foot wide easements for a portion of the Project where it must 
accommodate a future 345 kV line; (ii), 100-foot wide easements for the remainder of 
the Project route where AIC does not currently possess easements; and (iii) secure 
amendments to existing easements, or new easements, along approximately 0.5 miles 
of the Existing Distribution Line and the three and one-half mile segment south from the 
Bondville Route 10 Substation, where necessary to accommodate construction and 
operation of the Project.  The Commission also authorized AIC to acquire construction 
easements, as necessary, of up to and including 100 feet in width, in addition to the 
permanent easements, to construct the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line. 

 
On July 29, 2013, AIC filed a Petition requesting eminent domain authority with 

respect to certain parcels of land in order to allow the Company to acquire necessary 
rights-of-way along the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line.  In support of this testimony, 
AIC offered five exhibits containing the information requested by the Commission and 
Staff in the Company’s last two Section 8-509 eminent domain proceedings (Docket 
Nos. 11-0469 and 10-0173) demonstrating AIC has made reasonable attempts to 
acquire the necessary property rights.  In addition, AIC later filed supplemental direct 
and rebuttal testimony that provided additional detailed information regarding 
negotiations with the landowners from whom AIC had not been able to obtain the 
necessary property rights at the time testimony was filed.  As explained in the 
Company’s July 29, 2013 filing, the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line crosses 49 
properties (58 tax parcels) of private land.  AIC has acquired easements from 33 
landowners covering 44 properties.  AIC explained that prior to the filing of the instant 
Petition, it had acquired, by negotiations, easements from 30 landowners.  The acquired 
easements covered 41 properties.  AIC was unable to obtain easements for four 
properties owned by four landowners.  Since the Petition was filed, AIC has obtained 
easements from three other landowners (owning 3 of the 4 necessary parcels).  
Therefore, AIC is now only seeking eminent domain authority with respect to the one 
remaining parcel (the “Unsigned Property”).   

 
III. STATUTORY CRITERIA 

Section 8-509 of the Act requires that, in pertinent part:   
 

When necessary for the construction of any alterations, additions, 
extensions or improvements ordered or authorized under Section 8-406.1, 
8-503, or 12-218 of this Act [220 ILCS 5/8-406.1, 220 ILCS 5/8-503, or 
220 ILCS 5/12-218], any public utility may enter upon, take or damage 
private property in the manner provided for by the law of eminent domain.  
If a public utility seeks relief under this Section in the same proceeding in 
which it seeks a certificate of public convenience and necessity under 
Section 8-406.1 of this Act, the Commission shall enter its order under this 



 

  

Section either as part of the Section 8-406.1 order or at the same time it 
enters the Section 8-406.1 order.  If a public utility seeks relief under this 
Section after the Commission enters its order in the Section 8-406.1 
proceeding, the Commission shall issue its order under this Section within 
45 days after the utility files its petition under this Section. 
 
Section 8-509 contemplates that the builder of, in this case, an electric 

transmission line must have authority under Section 8-503 of the Act if the power to take 
property by eminent domain is to be granted.  AIC received such authority under 
Section 8-503 in Docket No. 12-0080.   

 
But as the Commission indicated in Docket No. 06-0706, simply having authority 

under Section 8-503 to construct an electric transmission line does not render a request 
under Section 8-509 a mere formality.  A showing must also be made that the utility 
made a reasonable attempt to acquire the property before it will be allowed to exercise 
eminent domain authority in circuit court.  (See March 11, 2009 Order in Docket No. 06-
0706 at 88)  Therefore, the Commission will evaluate whether AIC made a reasonable 
effort to negotiate for the easements it needs to construct the authorized transmission 
line.  The Commission will do so by considering the same five factors it considered in 
Docket Nos. 11-0469 and 10-0173, which involved two transmission lines approved in 
Docket No. 06-0706.  In that contested case, the Commission considered (1) the 
number and extent of contacts with the landowners, (2) whether the utility has explained 
its offer of compensation, (3) whether the offers of compensation are comparable to 
offers made to similarly situated landowners, (4) whether the utility has made an effort 
to address landowner concerns, and (5) whether further negotiations will likely prove 
fruitful. 

 
IV. PARTIES’ POSITIONS 

A. Position of AIC 

1. Background 

AIC witness Mr. Murbarger explained the status of construction of the Bondville-
Southwest Campus line.  He explained the final line design of the line is complete, the 
material list for the project is 85% complete and material procurement should begin 
October 2013.  A forestry contractor will begin right-of-way clearing in December 2013.  
AIC has selected a civil contractor to build access roads to structure locations, where 
needed, and to install barriers for erosion control.  AIC has completed about 1/3 of test 
borings and is currently in the process of obtaining the remaining test borings on lands 
where easements have already been acquired for foundation design.  Test borings on 
the Unsigned Property will be completed as soon as the necessary rights can be 
acquired.  Foundation installation is anticipated to begin in December 2013.  AIC will 
begin installing structures and conductors once enough consecutive foundations are 
installed.  The targeted completion date for construction of the Project is June 1, 2015.  
These activities are in line with the anticipated project in-service dates, signifying that 
the project is "on track" for a design and construction standpoint. 



 

  

 
Mr. Murbarger also testified that all permits to start foundation construction from 

the U.S. Army Corp. of Engineers and Illinois Environmental Protection Agency permits 
have been obtained.  The remaining permits for the line construction from the Illinois 
Department of Transportation will be submitted by the end of 2013.  The permit for the 
railroad crossing will be submitted by October 1, 2013. 

 
In order for the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line to be completed in a timely 

manner, AIC believes that it needs authority under Section 8-509 to take property 
through eminent domain.  If AIC is unable to acquire the necessary land rights for the 
Bondville-Southwest Campus line, the construction schedule could be delayed.  
Assuming that AIC will not be able to acquire certain of the Unsigned Property by 
negotiation, it will take approximately one year to complete an eminent domain 
proceeding in circuit court.  Given this anticipated timing, AIC contends it is requesting 
eminent domain authority now in order to allow time to complete the circuit court 
process and then complete construction consistent with the target in-service date.  
Otherwise, there is the possibility of delay that could have substantial implications for 
the timely completion of the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line.  The longer the delay in 
the completion of the Project, the chance of uncontrolled outages due to voltage 
collapse in the Champaign area is increased. 

 
The Unsigned Property is agricultural/transitional land on which AIC is seeking a 

50-foot wide easement along with the necessary access to the easement strip and 
temporary construction rights.   

 
In Docket No. 12-0080, the Commission granted the prerequisite authority under 

Section 8-503.  AIC contends that its negotiation efforts since then have been sufficient 
to now warrant the grant of eminent domain authority, for the reasons discussed below.   
 

2. Contact With Landowners 

AIC states that before it began contacting landowners about easement rights, 
AIC consulted with various stakeholders during the planning study process.  AIC sought 
input from affected political subdivisions including counties, cities and towns through 
conversations with elected officials, planning agencies and other personnel.  Various 
Illinois government agencies were also involved in the planning process, including the 
Departments of Agriculture, Environment, and Natural Resources.  As discussed below, 
landowners were notified by AIC and by the Commission of AIC’s proposal to construct 
the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line.   

 
Subsection 8-406.1(a)(3) of the Act required AIC to hold at least three (3) pre-

filing public meetings to receive feedback from the public concerning the Project in each 
county where the Project is to be located.  Prior to AIC’s filing for a Certificate in Docket 
No. 12-0080, AIC invited landowners along the proposed transmission line (and route 
alternatives) to the three (3) statutorily-required public meetings separately held on 
October 11th, November 10th, and December 13th, 2011.  For purposes of notification 
and public participation in the siting process, landowners along the proposed 



 

  

transmission line were invited to the open houses through newspaper ads, posted flyers 
or personally mailed invitations.  AIC states landowners along the Bondville-Southwest 
Campus Line were sent official notice of the initial hearing in AIC's application for a 
Certificate in Docket No. 12-0080 by the Commission on February 7, 2012. 

 
AIC witness Mr. Nelson explained AIC began its efforts to contact landowners 

and acquire the necessary easements in October 2012.  Individuals and entities 
identified as landowners in the records of Tax Collectors in each county were sent a 
letter and “Statement of Information from the Illinois Commerce Commission 
Concerning Acquisition of Rights of Way by Illinois Utilities” (“Statement of Information”).  
The information contained in the letter and Statement of Information complied with the 
requirements of 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 300, and was mailed by certified 
mail, return receipt requested.  The letters and Statements of Information were sent to 
landowners along the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line in two mailings—part one on 
October 1, 2012 and the remainder on October 9, 2012.  Supplemental mailings 
occurred when changes in property ownership were discovered.  AIC did not initiate 
contact with the landowners who received these documents until at least fourteen (14) 
days subsequent to the mailing.  Efforts to contact landowners directly began in late 
October of 2012. 

 
AIC stated it contacted landowners along the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line, 

in person if possible, informing them of the reason for contact and the purpose of the 
Project.  As AIC witness Mr. Nelson explained, each landowner of the four original 
Unsigned Properties on the transmission line had been contacted at least 15 times, by 
letter, phone or in person for the purpose of negotiation.  The AIC explains that 
evidence in this proceeding shows the only remaining unsigned landowner, MACC 
Capital Holdings LLC (“MACC”), had been contacted a total of 21 times at the time AIC 
filed its Petition initiating this proceeding.   
 

3. Explanation of Compensation Offers 

AIC’s contacts with landowners involved making reasonable offers of 
compensation for easement rights and fully explaining the basis of those offers.  AIC 
witness Mr. Nelson explained AIC provided landowners with a written project purpose 
statement, a small-scale map, and a copy of an aerial photo of the easement area, as 
well as information regarding the type and location of the proposed facilities.  AIC 
representatives also offered compensation and explained that the offers were based on 
a third-party independent appraiser's market value determination of each property.  A 
copy of the appraisal was also provided to each landowner and contained the valuation 
of the easement (as determined by the before and after value of the entire property) and 
determination of any diminution of value to the remaining property (if pertinent).  AIC 
representatives also explained the dimensions of the proposed easement and the 
proposed easement document.  Further, AIC representatives were available for 
discussion and negotiations, as required and/or requested by each landowner. 

 
 

 



 

  

4. Reasonableness of Compensation Offers 

With respect to the offers of compensation, Mr. Nelson explained AIC’s intent is 
to fairly compensate affected landowners for the impact of the transmission line, so that 
after the line is constructed, there is no impact upon property value beyond the 
compensation paid by AIC.  In other words, he stated, AIC’s offer of compensation for 
the easement is intended to “make the landowners whole” by fully compensating them 
for any impact on the market value of their property caused by the imposition of the 
easement.  Payment is made in the form of a check, at the time of or shortly after the 
time that each landowner provides an executed easement to AIC.  Upon completion of 
construction, AIC’s representatives assess, and, if necessary, repair or compensate 
landowners for damages that may result from construction of the transmission line.  This 
includes damages to crops, soil, fences and other property or improvements.  In most 
cases, Mr. Nelson testified landowners were offered by AIC, and have accepted, 
advanced payment (at the time of easement payment) for anticipated crop loss and 
reparation of cropland. 

 
AIC stated it retained American Appraisal Company to prepare a brief appraisal 

for each affected property for which new or additional property rights were needed.  AIC 
explained the appraisals determined the total market value of each property, if 
purchased in fee, based on the zoning category (i.e. agricultural, commercial, or 
transitional) and existing use or planned future use of the property.  The appraisals then 
determined the effect on the market value of the property caused by the imposition of 
the easement, including whether there was any diminished value to the property outside 
of the easement strip.  The value of the easement was then determined to be the 
difference between the market value of the property without and with the easement.  
This value was typically within a range of 30–50% of the fee value of the easement 
acreage.  In an effort to negotiate in good faith, in most instances, Mr. Nelson testified 
AIC's initial offers were approximately 75% of the fee value of the easement area.  
Thus, in all cases, AIC contends its offers of compensation far exceeded the appraised 
market value impact of the easement.  In addition, the appraisals also took into account 
any diminution of value to the remaining property (if pertinent) because of the imposition 
and location of the easement.  In most cases, this did not apply. 

 
AIC avers that its method of determining offers of compensation is reasonable 

because it recognizes that AIC is obtaining an easement, not the full fee value of the 
land.  The 75% factor represents recognition of the fact that the rights conveyed 
pursuant to the easements are for a limited purpose only (the Bondville-Southwest 
Campus Line), and do not represent the full fee simple value of the land to be 
encumbered by the easement.  The landowner retains all other existing property rights, 
apart from the easement rights sought by AIC.  AIC points out that farming, access, and 
all uses that do not conflict with the transmission line rights remain with the landowner.  
The landowners therefore receive a significant portion of the full market value of their 
land while retaining all other rights incident to the land.  AIC states further that additional 
non-typical factors specific to each individual parcel that impact property value, were 
also factored into the compensation offer determination.  
 



 

  

 With regard to landowner concerns about the amount of compensation, Mr. 
Nelson testified that in some instances, AIC increased its offers of compensation to 
reflect additional information received or to reflect compensation offered to other 
landowners.  In addition, in the interest of encouraging settlement, Mr. Nelson explained 
AIC had recently increased its offers to several landowners who continue to negotiate in 
good faith and provide evidence that they wish to conclude negotiations.  AIC considers 
the 75% of fee value offered initially to be more than fair compensation for the 
easement rights being sought.  Accordingly, AIC believes that the higher revised offers 
are similarly reasonable.  Further, as Mr. Nelson explained at hearing, compensation is 
not at issue with the owner of the remaining Unsigned Property.  
 

5. Responsiveness to Landowner Concerns 

Where feasible and appropriate, AIC explained it has responded to general 
landowner concerns throughout the negotiations process.  AIC has responded promptly 
to landowner requests for additional surveys, access to the parcels, and relocation of 
poles.  To address landowner concerns, AIC hired local counsel to negotiate with 
counsel retained by landowners.  With regard to requests to make changes to the 
language of the easement documents, AIC has considered each request on a stand-
alone basis and has been willing to incorporate changes when the requested changes 
do not compromise the easement rights being sought by AIC.  With respect to the 
owner of the sole Unsigned Property, Mr. Nelson testified that MACC proposed its own 
agreement document that made wholesale changes to AIC’s easement agreement.  
Regardless of the format in which MACC presented its revisions, AIC has accepted 
many of the proposed changes.  For instance, many of the items in MACC’s proposed 
agreement are items contained in the Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement ("AIMA") 
executed between AIC and the Illinois Department of Agriculture.  Mr. Nelson explained 
listing these items (i.e. the obligations arising from the AIMA), or referencing them, is 
better done in a separate confidential side agreement ("CSA") rather than in the 
easement document itself.  Other changes proposed by MACC dealt with pipeline 
installations.  Like the items contained in the AIMA, Mr. Nelson explained these 
additional changes are not appropriate for an easement agreement.  Thus, AIC agreed 
to these changes as documented in a separate CSA.  Further, the easement AIC is 
seeking from MACC is limited to only an overhang easement.  As such, no poles will 
even be placed on MACC's property and AIC has modified the easement agreement to 
reflect this. 
 

With regard to requests to change the location of structures, AIC has been willing 
to make such changes when the change will not compromise AIC’s design standards for 
reliability and/or of the integrity of the line and are otherwise appropriate in relation to 
the certificated route approved by the Commission.  In supplemental direct, AIC 
explained it was unable to accommodate a pole relocation request from the owner of 
one of the original Unsigned Properties because to do so would require two additional 
dead-end structures, which would increase the cost of the project, and would bring the 
line in closer proximity to a farm residence on South Rising Road than in its approved 
location.   

 



 

  

6. Usefulness of Further Negotiations  

AIC stated it has undertaken extensive efforts, negotiating with landowners for a 
period of 6-8 months, and has made offers of compensation that are fair and 
reasonable.  In particular, with respect to the one Unsigned Property, AIC 
representatives have contacted MACC over twenty times since January 2013.  AIC 
retained professional, experienced land agents, who met repeatedly with landowners.  
AIC retained local counsel to negotiate with counsel retained by landowners.  AIC has 
responded promptly to questions from the owner of the Unsigned Property regarding 
access, pole locations, future development and construction.  AIC has also responded 
promptly to all counteroffers made by landowners.  Where possible, AIC stated it has 
revised the text of the easement to address landowner concerns.  AIC has done this for 
the Unsigned Property as follows: AIC has drafted a separate CSA to include the most 
of the items requested in MACC’s proposed agreement, including the items contained in 
MACC’s proposal that are also contained in the AIMA between AIC and the Illinois 
Department of Agriculture, and AIC has revised the easement to an overhang only 
easement    Accordingly, AIC believes it has engaged in reasonable attempts to acquire 
the necessary property rights along the Bondville-Southwest Campus Line through 
good-faith negotiations. As Mr. Nelson explained at hearing, AIC has promptly 
responded to MACC’s requests and concerns, and the amount of compensation is not 
at issue.  However, MACC has simply not responded to AIC’s efforts to conclude 
negotiations in a timely manner.  AIC does not believe further negotiations will be 
successfully concluded on a timely basis and thus eminent domain is required. 

 
B. Position of Staff  
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